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President’s Message
Edward Mathis, PT, DPT

As I write this message on the last day of the 2020 Summer 
Olympics in Tokyo, I find myself inspired by the grit and 
determination, not to mention the competitors’ incredible 
speed, strength, stamina, and skill .  It is pretty amazing to see 
the athlete’s accomplishments, especially if I compare my very 
average abilities to the world’s best athletes .  I think it can be 
pretty easy to take it all for granted and not see the hard work 
behind the scenes that went into competing at the highest level 
and those many individuals that contributed to their success .  
Teamwork was undoubtedly an integral factor in accomplishing 

their journey to Olympic glory .  There are also discernible faces within our PT 
profession, champions in their own right,  working towards “transforming society by 
optimizing movement to improve the human experience .”

(Continued on page 2)

We are #BetterTogether!
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Additionally, many hands behind the scenes 
take on small but important tasks within their 
workplaces, communities, and our chapter . 
Just like a team of supporting characters 
behind every famous face on the podium, 
we have countless members contributing to 
important, unrecognized, and unseen tasks 
to advance our strategic plan that often goes 
unnoticed .  All of these people are genuinely 
indispensable and deserve recognition .  I want 
to personally thank all of the PTs, PTAs, and 
students doing great work within Michigan and 
beyond .  Your work lifts up our profession!  I am 
honored to serve on your behalf .

I look forward to recognizing a few of those 
outstanding individuals at the upcoming APTA Michigan Awards Reception, knowing that 
many others deserve our thanks and gratitude .  You are champions in my book!  I look 
forward to traveling to the Motor City Casino in Detroit for the Oct 15-16th Fall Conference 
and meeting all of you in person .  

In service,

Edward Mathis, PT, DPT
President, APTA Michigan 

APTA Michigan APTA Michigan 
ClassifiedsClassifieds
The place to find physical The place to find physical 
therapy jobs in Michigan.APTA therapy jobs in Michigan.APTA 
Michigan members receive a Michigan members receive a 
discount on job postings. The discount on job postings. The 
cost is just $50/month. Go tocost is just $50/month. Go to  
aptami.org/classifieds!

APTA MICHIGAN SOCIAL MEDIA

Follow the APTA Michigan on Facebook by liking “APTA Michigan”, “APTA 
Michigan Eastern District”, “APTA Michigan Western District”, “APTA Michigan 
Northern District”, “APTA Michigan Upper Peninsula District”, and “APTA 
Michigan Student Relations Committee” .

@APTAMIchigan

@aptamichigan

APTA Michigan has been ramping up its efforts to keep members informed on chapter news 
while spotlighting cool things that members are doing in and outside of the clinic .



Payment Update
Chris Nawrocki, Payment Director, APTA MI, and Barb Herzog, APTA Payment Specialist

As we move forward into the 
third quarter of 2021, it is evident 
that we continue to face many 
challenges together, with the 
often common denominator 
being COVID-19 . Your payment 
committee understands the 
importance of Telemedicine 

becoming a permanent benefit with parity in 
payment . This is an enormous undertaking to 
develop and implement policy involving insurance 
companies, professional providers, legislation, and 
employers large and small . WE rely on your input 
as members through contacts you may have and 
experiences that drive and influence Telemedicine .

We are requesting an early fall meeting with the 
payment committee and BCBSM . This will be our 
first formal meeting since May 3rd.  Contact is 
ongoing, with the primary topic being eviCore and 
member complaints, concerns, and denials . Our 
focus with eviCore is not an individual solution but 
for BCBSM to understand the flaws in their policy 
and procedure . We will push forward in whatever 
direction or arena brings the best solutions 
for our members . BCBSM has not answered 
our questions regarding alternative UM/PA 
companies . As noted in the last issue of Shorelines, BCBSM leadership changed considerably as of 1/1/2021 . Building a solid relationship 
and understanding the dynamics of their team is a high priority . We enjoyed a long-term relationship with the past leadership and found 
value we will build on .

Four members of the payment committee continue to meet with PH monthly regarding developing an alternative payment system based 
on outcomes and incentives . Recently FOTO made a compelling presentation to Priority Health as we investigate the various outcome 
tools and registries available to providers . We are moving forward to create a “custom” payment system with Priority Health through the 
collaboration of outcome data . We appreciate the teamwork that exists between the APTA-MI payment committee and Priority Health .

SecureCare is a growing UM company out of Nebraska . We have enjoyed the dialogue in the past two years as we learned of BCBSM’s 
potential interest in their product . We are pleased to have SecureCare as a sponsor at the upcoming APTA-MI Fall Conference . You will 
have the opportunity to meet them and learn about their unique company philosophy and product . The week of August 17th, we will meet 
virtually with SecureCare leadership regarding their intent in Michigan and how we may best assist their efforts, teamwork, and relationship 
development to meet our organization and professional needs .

This committee is most successful with the support of the APTA-MI membership . Together as a team, we can impact the communities 
we serve and build our profession as we move closer to being in the first line of care. We ask for your input individually and from your 
professional setting . Physical therapists strive to be paid fairly, be recognized as leaders in the care of injury and illness on the side of 
rehabilitation, and advance our specialties . As a profession, we understand the importance of being paid for what we provide . We will 
achieve and move into yet unknown arenas through community action, legislation, and proactive efforts . Change is continuous; let’s do it 
with increased numbers, improved partnerships, and teamwork . 

We look forward to Fall Conference . See you there! n
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ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITY
Visit mpta.com for more information.
Quarter-page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $200
Half-page Vertical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $300
Half-page Horizontal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $300
Full-page  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $400
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Legislative Director Report
Jena Colon, PT, DPT, MBA, APTA Michigan Legislative Director

APTA Michigan, along with our lobbying firm of 
Muchmore, Harrington, Smalley, and Associates 
(MHSA), are continuing to work closely with 
legislators, regulators, and other professional 
organizations to advance the practice of 
physical therapy in the wide variety of practice 
settings we provide care . Please see below 
for the latest updates as well as our current 
legislative priorities:

Senate Bill 18 for the Physical Therapy Interstate Licensure 
Compact (PTLC) will increase consumer access to physical therapy 
services by reducing regulatory barriers to interstate mobility 
and cross-state practice . SB 18 was passed by the Senate on 
February 18, 2021, and was referred to the House Committee on 
Health Policy. APTA Michigan testified in a hearing held by the 
House Health Policy Committee on April 27, 2021, near the end 
of the legislative session . During August recess, the Speaker of 
the House recommended referring the bill to a second committee 
for additional opportunities for APTA Michigan to highlight the bill 
and its potential impact on PTs in Michigan before heading to the 
House for a floor vote when the fall legislative session begins . This 
is an exciting opportunity to gain the support of another committee 
before a floor vote . 

Senate Bill 247 for Prior Authorization Reform was re-introduced 
into the Michigan Senate by Senator Curtis Vanderwall and was 
passed by the Senate unanimously on April 28, 2021 .  This bill is 
the product of a large partnership of patients, health care providers, 
and patient advocacy associations dedicated to putting Michigan 
patients first and ending delays in patient access to health care. 
We will keep you updated on progress as it makes its way through 
the House this fall . Please make a point to contact your state 
Representatives and urge them to vote YES on SB 247 this fall . The 
Health Can’t-Wait website is still accepting patient stories on their 
website as your voice matters . Would you please share your stories 
at https://www .healthcantwait .org/share-your-story? 

Auto No-Fault/Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation 
Facilities (CARF) Update . This bill would amend the insurance 
code of 1956, which changed medical treatment benefits 
following the removal of no-fault auto . This bill would ensure a 
reasonable charge may be applied and reimbursed for treatments 
covered by Personal Protection Insurance after a catastrophic 
MVA. It also defines spinal rehabilitation and treatment for 
post-acute brain injuries rendered after July of 2021 and develops 
a standard of reimbursement that must be followed . This bill 
would also amend the definition of attendant care and associated 
fee reimbursement for care provided . For some care providers, 
the charges and reimbursements they can be paid under the 
Michigan No-Fault medical fee schedule will be calculated as a 
percentage of what is payable for the same treatment and care 
under Medicare’s pricing structure .

For other providers whose treatment and care is not by the 
Medicare pricing structure, their charges and reimbursement rates 
will be set at 55% to 52 .5% of what they charged on January 1, 
2019 . Before 2019, there was no Michigan No-Fault medical fee 
schedule . The amount that doctors, hospitals, clinics, rehabilitation 
specialists, and attendant care providers were paid for caring for 
and treating individuals after car accidents is the amount that 
they charged so long as it was a “reasonable amount” and was not 
more than they would “customarily” charge in cases that did not 
involve insurance . In addition to other bills introduced in March of 
2021 that did not gain traction, House Bill 4992 was introduced 
on June 10 and referred to the House Committee on Insurance . 
The Committee or the House has taken no further action . House 
Bill 5125 was introduced June 24 by Julie Rogers, PT, to delay 
implementing the medical fee schedule . This bill was referred to 
the Committee on Insurance . No further action has been taken by 
the Committee or by the House at this time . Please look for further 
updates as the Fall legislative session commences . 

Thank you to all the individuals who continue to volunteer their 
time by attending legislative functions and virtual town halls, 
making phone calls, and sending letters . It is vital to maintain 
ongoing communications with legislators on the critical issues to 
the practice of physical therapy in Michigan! If you feel that you can 
contribute, or are interested in how you can help with our legislative 
efforts, e-mail APTA-MI at contact@aptami.org . 

Thank you for all that you do!

https://www.healthcantwait.org/share-your-story
mailto:MPTA@MPTA.com
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MPT Political Action Committee Update
Kathleen Walworth, PT, DPT | MPT-PAC Chair

The MPT-PAC is extremely excited to return 
to live in-person fundraisers! We will host a 
karaoke social during the APTA Michigan Fall 
Conference at the Motor City Casino on Friday, 
October 15, 2021 . The social is open to all 
conference attendees and area residents – 
you do not need to attend the conference to 
participate in this event . The cost to attend is 

$35 for professionals and $10 for students . Start planning and 
practicing now – you’ll have a chance to outsing the MPT-PAC 
Trustees and the APTA Michigan Board Members! Stay tuned to 
the APTA Michigan website and Facebook account for additional 
details on the event and registration as we get closer to the date . 
You don’t want to miss this entertaining social!  
This donation to the MPT-PAC will help support our ongoing 
advocacy efforts. Donations can be made ahead of time at  
www.mptpac.org and should be marked as follows:  
Donor Name: First Last – PAC Social (i .e ., Kathleen Walworth – 
PAC Social)

Those who register ahead of time can pick up their wristbands 
at the MPT-PAC table during the conference or at the door at the 
start of the event . Participants can also register onsite during 
the conference by donating the MPT-PAC table or at the doors to 
the event . 

Unable to make it to the Fall Conference? You can donate online 
through our secure portal at www .mptpac .org at any time! Your 
donations provide much-needed funding to support attendance at 
fundraisers in Lansing to educate our legislators on the value of 
physical therapy to the health and wellbeing of their constituents . 
Please consider a club-level donation of at least $100 to support 
the essential legislative advocacy efforts required to move our 
profession forward in 2021 .n

Calling for Stories of Interprofessional Success
By Crystal Gluch, PT, DPT, Director of Communications

Hello from the Communications Committee! Most of us know that the 
relationships we have with nurses, doctors, physician assistants, nurse 
practitioners, occupational therapists, chiropractors, and many more, 
can enhance our patient care tremendously . When we communicate 
correctly, we are more able to see our patients as a whole, and in 
this way, we truly are #BetterTogether . As the Communications 
Committee, we also believe these interprofessional relationships help 
to strengthen our physical therapy identity . How? First, another person 
learns precisely what we do and how we help patients . Second, those 

professionals will help us reach those individuals that need our services, and most likely, 
they will not stop there but will share with their colleagues the impact we have had on their 
patients . We hope that you can see the ripple effect that begins with you! We know some 
of you have strong relationships with health professionals, and we are calling you to share 
your story . Invite your interprofessional colleague to author or co-author a blog post on APTA 
Michigan Lines, be a guest with you on our podcast, APTA Michigan Waves, or share your 
story on social media . Why should YOU share your story? We all need inspiration from others 
to continue to grow as clinicians and promoters of physical therapy; you know first-hand how 
interprofessional relationships can benefit our patients and our profession, and we need to 
hear it! 

As a committee, we work to provide interprofessional education and strive to create 
opportunities to facilitate these relationships, including exhibiting at the conferences of 
other healthcare providers . We continue to seek new opportunities and events and welcome 
any suggestions from our membership . Contact us at contact@aptami.org to share your 
story or suggestions . 

http://www.mptpac.org/
mailto:contact@aptami.org
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Implicit Bias Training Required for  
License Renewal in 2022
Julia Rice, CAE, IOM – APTA Michigan Executive Director

On June 1, the Department 
of Licensing and Regulatory 
Affairs (LARA) announced 
new requirements for 
over 400,000 health care 
professionals licensed in 
Michigan . Licensees who 
have email addresses listed 
with the Bureau of Health 
Professions/LARA should have 
received an email outlining the 
new requirement . Important 

language from that message is copied below . Licensees renewing 
in 2022 will need 2 hours of implicit bias training (one for each 
year of the renewal cycle) . This requirement is in addition to the 
PDR requirements for license renewal.  

APTA Michigan is addressing this new requirement in two ways:

• The 2021 Fall Conference includes a session on Implicit Bias 
with a speaker from the Michigan Department of Health and 
Human Services . This session will satisfy the new requirement . 

• The APTA Michigan Board formed a Task Force to identify the 
best ways to meet this new requirement for LIVE, interactive 
instruction . We plant to develop content for online webinars that 
will be offered through Zoom and through our districts .  

Excerpt from LARA communication:
Specifically, the new rule (R 338.7004) requires the following:
Rule 4. (1) Beginning 1 year after promulgation of this rule, an 
applicant for licensure or registration under article 15 of the code, 
MCL 333.16101 to 333.18838, except those seeking to be licensed 
under part 188 of the code, MCL 333.18801 to 333.18838, shall have 
completed a minimum of 2 hours of implicit bias training within the 5 
years immediately preceding issuance of the license or registration.

(2) Beginning 1 year after promulgation of this rule and for every 
renewal cycle thereafter, in addition to completing any continuing 
education required for renewal, an applicant for license or 
registration renewal under article 15 of the code, MCL 333.16101 
to 333.18838, except those licensed under part 188 of the code, 
MCL 333.18801 to 333.18838, shall have completed a minimum 
of 1 hour of implicit bias training for each year of the applicant’s 
license or registration cycle.

(3) The implicit bias training must be related to reducing barriers and 
disparities in access to and delivery of health care services and meet 
all of the following requirements:

(a) Training content must include, but is not limited to, 1 or more of 
the following topics:

(i) Information on implicit bias, equitable access to health 
care, serving a diverse population, diversity and inclusion 
initiatives, and cultural sensitivity.
(ii) Strategies to remedy the negative impact of implicit 
bias by recognizing and understanding how it impacts 

perception, judgment, and actions that may result 
in inequitable decision making, failure to effectively 
communicate, and result in barriers and disparities in the 
access to and delivery of health care services .
(iii) The historical basis and present consequences of 
implicit biases based on an individual’s characteristics .
(iv) Discussion of current research on implicit bias in the 
access to and delivery of health care services .

(b) Training must include strategies to reduce disparities in access 
to and delivery of health care services and the administration of pre- 
and post-test implicit bias assessments.

(c) Acceptable sponsors of this training include any of the following:

(i) Training offered by a nationally-recognized or state-
recognized health-related organization .
(ii) Training offered by, or in conjunction with, a state or 
federal agency .
(iii) Training obtained in an educational program that has 
been approved by any board created under article 15 of 
the code, MCL 333 .16101 to 333 .18838, except under 
part 188 of the code, MCL 333 .18801 to 333 .18838, for 
initial licensure or registration or for the accumulation of 
continuing education credits .
(iv) Training offered by an accredited college or university .
(v) An organization specializing in diversity, equity, and 
inclusion issues.

(d) Acceptable modalities of training include any of the following:

(i) A teleconference or webinar that permits live 
synchronous interaction.
(ii) A live presentation .
(iii) Interactive online instruction .

(4) Submission of an application for licensure, registration, or 
renewal constitutes an applicant’s certificate of compliance with 
the requirements of this rule . A licensee or registrant shall retain 
documentation of meeting the requirements of this rule for a period 
of 6 years from the date of applying for licensure, registration, 
or renewal . The department may select and audit a sample of a 
licensees or registrants and request documentation of proof of 
compliance with this rule . If audited by the department, a licensee 
or registrant shall provide the proof of completion of training, 
including either of the following:

(a) A completion certificate issued by the training program that 
includes the date of the training, the program sponsor’s name, the 
title of the program, and licensee’s or registrant’s name .

(b) A self-attestation by the licensee or registrant that includes the 
date of the training, the program sponsor’s name, the title of the 
program, and licensee’s or registrant’s name .
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Membership and Centennial Update
Jorgeann Koenig, DPT

Fall has always been a time when we come together 
to focus on acts of service and giving back to our 
patients, profession, and community . Annually, we 
as an association and individuals around the country 
participate in PT Day of Service in October . We are 
excited to announce that as part of our centennial 
celebration, we will be promoting 100 days of service 

beginning September 22nd and lasting through the end of the year . 
Some of these activities will be performed remotely or virtually, 
and others will be in-person events in your own backyard! We look 
forward to working together as a physical therapy family team 
to end the Centennial Year by serving others . We think that this 
opportunity to give of our time and our efforts is the perfect way 
to celebrate our profession . Be on the lookout for the 100 days of 
Service Calendar (which will be posted to APTA-MI’s website), so 
you know when, where, and how to volunteer . And please tag us 
in your photos if you participate in these events . We are so proud 
of our membership and lucky to call each of you a member of our 
APTA-MI team . 

Additionally, the Centennial Team has secured a limited edition 
craft beer made specifically to celebrate our centennial. Members 

submitted some extremely creative names for the beer, and after 
the votes were tallied, the beer’s name is Physic-Ale Therapy! 
Congratulations to member Aimee Lennox on submitting the 
winning name! Keep an eye on your e-mail and our social media 
pages for more information, including how to order this unique and 
historical brew . 

2021 Elections – Final Slate of Candidates

Candidate information will be posted on the website prior to the opening of voting .  Elections will start in mid-September .  Members will 
receive an email with voting login information .  

Please contact the APTA Michigan Office if you want to receive a paper ballot:  contact@aptami.org

Secretary – 2-year term
Jennifer Dickson

Treasurer – 2-year term
Karen Berg

Director for Conferences –  
2-year term
Shannon Kleinert

Director for Legislative Affairs –  
2-year term
Andrew Moul
Abigail Skallerud

Director for Membership and Academic 
Engagement – 2-year term
Jorgie Koenig

Chief Delegate – 2-year term
Caroline Gwaltney

Delegate– 2-year term  -   
5 elected in 2021
Karin Crute 
Brian Gilbert    
Crystal Gluch
Cameron Williams
Christopher Wilson

Nominating Committee –  
Eastern District – 2-year term
Min Hui Huang

Nominating Committee –  
UP District – 2-year term
David Callaghan

District Offices

Eastern District Chair
Melissa McCourt

Eastern District Director
Andrew Moul

Northern District Vice Chair
Niki Diehl
Taylor Pung

UP District Chair
Jessica Chouinard 

UP District Vice Chair
Vacant 

Western District Vice Chair
Don Packard
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Conference Update
Shannon Kleinert, PT, DPT | APTA Michigan Director of Conferences

The Conference Committee is very excited to welcome you back to an in-person Fall Conference at the Motor City Casino in Detroit, MI, 
October 15-16th! We have an excellent line-up for you with a variety of topics, including offerings to help you meet specific continuing 
education requirements such as Implicit Bias training . Check out the schedule below for details, and visit aptami .org for more information 
and to register .

 

 

 

  

 Friday 10/15                                                                 Research Day Agenda 
7:30 AM 8:00 AM Registration Open for Pre-Con Courses  

 
8:00 AM 12:00 PM 

Pre Con Course – 4 PDRs 
Therapeutic Interventions for the Strength and Fitness Athlete – CrossFit, Powerlifting, Olympic 

Lifting, Strongman, and Endurance Sports 
Bob Budai, PT, MPT, OCS, CSCS 

Tracy Urbain, PT, DPT  

10:00 AM 12:00 PM 
                                                       Registration/Exhibit Hall Open  
                                                      Poster Set Up for poster presenters  

12:00 PM 1:45 PM Poster Judging/Viewing/Exhibit Hall Open 

Exhibit Hall Open 
 

1:45 PM 2:00 PM Break 

2:00 PM 3:00 PM 

Platform Presentations(4) 
 

Platform Presentations(4) 
 

Platform Presentations(4) 
 

3:00 PM 3:15 PM 
                                                                                  Break 
                                                           1 PDR Credit for Sessions Below      

3:15 PM 4:15 PM 

Identifying and Considering Social 
Determinants of Health in the Physical 

Therapy Setting 
 

Laurie Stickler, PT, DHS, OCS 
Brianna Chesser, PT, MPT, EdD 

Todd Sander PT, PhD ATC  

iKNOW-Intensity:  Improving Patient 
Outcomes in Neurological 

Rehabilitation 
 

Amy M. Yorke, PT, PhD 
Leslie Smith, PT, DPT 

Mental Health Issues: Screening and 
Providing Evidence-Based Action Steps      

 
 
 

Melodie Kondratek, PT, DScPT, OMPT 

4:15 PM 5:00 PM                                                                                    Break 
5:00 PM 6:30 PM                                                             Awards Reception – Tickets Required   
8:00 PM ?                                        MPT-PAC Event TBD – Check Conference Website for Updates 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Saturday 10/16     Possible 6.75 CEUs/PDRs for Saturday Sessions  - Last Session Has Varying End Times 

6:45 AM 8:00 AM                                          Registration- Exhibit Hall/Breakfast  

7:00 AM 8:00 AM 

Pediatrics SIG Meeting  Oncology SIG Meeting  Clinical Ed Consortium 
Meeting 

 

Pain SIG Meeting 

8:00 AM 10:00 AM 

Implicit Bias in Messaging and Healthcare  
Yesenia Murillo 

Equity & Cultural Competency Practitioner 
DEI Training and Professional Development Co-Lead/Michigan Office of Equity and Minority Health (OEMH) 

 

10:00 AM 10:30AM Break / Exhibit Hall  

10:30AM 12:30PM 

Long COVID/PASC - Learning 
from A Physical Therapist’s 

Lived Experience 
 

Ted DeChane, PT, DPT 

Exercise During Pregnancy & 
Postpartum – Considerations 

for Core and Pelvic Health 
  

Katie Bacarella, PT, DPT, ATC 

Pain in People Living with & 
Beyond Cancer 

 
 

David J Schwarz, PT, DPT, LMT, 
BBA, NCS 

Blood Flow Restriction 
Training in the Clinic: Let’s 

Get Pumped Up* 
*10:30am – 12:00pm 

 
Ryan Buteyn, PT, DPT 

12:30 PM 12:45 PM Break / Exhibit Hall   

12:45 PM 2:00 PM Membership Lunch –/ Exhibit Hall 

2:00 PM 2:15 PM Break /Exhibit Hall  

2:15 PM 

Varying 
End Times 

Please 
refer to 

each 
session 

Post-Intensive Care Syndrome: 
Considerations for Post-Acute 

Rehabilitation 
2:15pm – 5:00pm 

 
Evan Haezebrouck, PT, DPT, CCS 
Stephanie Kostsuca PT, DPT, CCS 

 Clinical Practice Concepts and 
Decision Making for Early 

Childhood Mobility 
2:15pm – 5:00pm 

 
Rebecca Koepke, PT, DPT, PCS 

 

Exercise Oncology – 
Transforming Research to 

Practice 
2:15pm – 4:30pm 

 
Andrew Chongaway PT, DPT, 

OCS 
 Deb Doherty, PT, PhD 

Blood Flow Restriction 
Training in the Clinic: Let’s 

Get Pumped Up 
2:15pm – 3:45pm 

 
Ryan Buteyn, PT, DPT 

 

APTA MICHIGAN 2021 FALL CONFERENCE
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APTA MI Clinical Education Consortium (CEC)
Ashley VanDam and Karen Berg Co-Presidents

Developing the skills and attributes for successful teamwork and interprofessional relationships is critical to the professional development 
of Student Physical Therapists (SPTs) and Student Physical Therapist Assistants (SPTAs) . The Commission on Accreditation in Physical 
Therapy Education (CAPTE) criteria requires SPTs and SPTAs to participate in learning opportunities within interprofessional practice . 

How do Clinical Instructors and Site Coordinators of Clinical Education facilitate the interprofessional teamwork opportunities for 
students? Below are ideas provided by members for the APTA MI CEC, Detroit Area Clinical Educators Forum (DACEF), and the Western 
Michigan Clinical Educators Forum (WMCEF) . 

• Observe with Occupational Therapy, Speech-Language Pathology, Recreation Therapy, Massage Therapy, Physician, or any other health 
profession that you work with – this allows for a better understanding of our rehabilitation teammates, the lens through which they view 
our patients, and the way we can serve the whole person together . Consider having the student write up a short reflection on what they 
observed (similarities, differences, how professions work together) for discussion afterward . 

• Give them the phone!  Provide students with access to our communication systems—phones and electronic systems—so the students 
are the ones communicating with nursing, respiratory, care management, case managers, advanced practice providers, and physician 
colleagues, to name a few!

• Team Rounds – Students can report on and communicate needs/questions to the interprofessional team for the patients they are 
treating .

• Invite them into team meetings – Most team meetings and workgroups are great for students to see in action!  They often span 
multiple roles and disciplines and give the students a sense of interprofessional collaboration outside of direct patient care .

• Co-treat with an Occupational Therapist, Orthotist, or Prosthetist

• Have the student join you in attending a patient appointment with the physician/healthcare provider

• Arrange for the student to be with another CI within your facility or at another site owned by your facility for a day that has 
interprofessional opportunities

SPTs and SPTAs are frequently uncomfortable with these initial interactions and may need encouragement to participate and take the 
lead . Clear communication of expectations with the student and the participating interprofessional team member will support a successful 
learning experience . Working together with our interprofessional teammates to plan, implement, support, and provide feedback to the SPTs 
and SPTAs will enhance clinical experiences, and ultimately the field of physical therapy, leading to improved safety and patient outcomes. 

We would love to hear your ideas and invite all PTs and PTAs to our upcoming virtual meetings and networking event:

• DACEF: Tuesday, Sept . 21, 2021, from 1:00-3:00 pm . Please contact Erica Sherman at ericashe@umich .edu for the Zoom link .

• WMCEF: Wednesday, Sept . 15, 2021, from 3:00-5:00 pm; Link will be made available closer to the meeting date .

• *New* APTA MI CEC Networking Breakfast at the APTA MI Fall Conference: Saturday, Oct . 16, 2021, 7:00-8:00 am . Open to all .

• APTA MI CEC: Thursday, Nov . 11, 2021, from 2:30-5:00 pm . Please contact Karen Berg at karberg@umich.edu for the Zoom link . 

• DACEF: Tuesday, Nov . 16, 2021, from 1-3 pm . Please contact Erica Sherman for the Zoom link . 

APTA-MI Institute Update
Kristin Dart, MSPT, GCFP | APTA MI Institute President

Have you donated to APTA MI Institute? Do you shop online at Amazon .com? The AmazonSmile Foundation will 
donate 0 .5% of the price of eligible purchases to your chosen charity . Create a smile .amazon .com account and 
select the APTA MI Institute for Education and Research as your targeted charitable organization . Access smile .
amazon .com every time you shop . What an easy, affordable way to support research and give back to our profession! 

If you prefer, we can accept monetary gifts outside of Amazon as well .

mailto:ericashe@umich.edu
mailto:karberg@umich.edu
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District News

EASTERN DISTRICT
Lori Boright, PT, DPT, DScPT 
Eastern District Chair

The Eastern District will hold its annual membership meeting on Monday, October 
25th, 7-9 PM . Please stay tuned to the APTA MI website and the Eastern District 
Facebook page for updates on the platform for this meeting . The speakers will 
include a panel of faculty experts from the University of Michigan – Flint guiding 
a lecture on Knowledge Translation . We welcome Amy Yorke, PT, Ph .D ., Suzanne 
Trojanowski, PT, DPT, Leslie M . Smith, PT, DPT, and William Suits, PT, DPT . In 
addition, we will have many leaders from various components of APTA MI bringing 
information on how to maximize your membership through involvement in special 
interest groups . We hope to see you there!

NORTHERN DISTRICT
Niki Diehl PT, DScPT, OCS 
Northern District Vice Chair

Teamwork is paramount in physical therapy, 
not only among colleagues and other health 
care professionals, but it is also the foundation 
of our interactions with patients . One of 
our fundamental challenges is to relate to 
patients and facilitate their active participation 
by involving them in their plan of care and 
establishment of therapy goals; it is much 
more challenging to be successful if we’re 
not working from the same playbook! Our 
patients also benefit when we communicate 
well with other health care team members and 
assure that their needs are addressed across 
disciplines to maximize all facets of their health . 

I hope that we’ve all experienced the rich 
benefits of collaborating with coworkers, 
whether treating directly as a team or 
consulting with others in their areas of clinical 
expertise . In this manner, we can draw from 
the strengths of all teammates . It will be 
crucial for us to work as a team to continue 
to move forward as a profession and to stand 
against potential threats to our unity, such as 
the proposed upcoming payment differential . 

Involvement in APTA Michigan also 
demonstrates our resolve and strengthens 
our voice to advocate for our profession . In 
this spirit, we welcome any feedback from 
our members on topics for educational 
opportunities and suggestions on how we can 
best serve our regional team . The Northern 
District is pleased to announce two upcoming 
continuing education courses . September 25th 
is the virtual Clinical Instructor Professional 
Development Day . We are excited to 
collaborate with the UP District on this event; 
during the course, we will discuss creating a 
Northern District and UP District Forum within 
the Clinical Education Consortium .  Also, 
the third annual Northern Michigan Sports 
Medicine Symposium is being planned for 
October 9th in Petoskey . This event has been 
an outstanding learning opportunity, with 
multidisciplinary speakers on various pertinent 
orthopedic topics and their physical therapy 
implications . Please refer to our APTA-MI 
Northern District Facebook page for additional 
details as they emerge on specific topics, 
speakers, and registration information for 
these courses . 

UPPER PENINSULA DISTRICT 
Caroline Gwaltney, PT, DPT, CWS 
UP District Chair

As the APTA tagline states, we 
are “Better Together .” Our UP 
District is small and spread out 
across the UP, from Ironwood 
in the West to Sault Ste . Marie 

in the East, and Calumet from the North to Menominee to the South . Despite 
our geographical distances, relationships have been built that foster teamwork, 
networking, and information sharing . I have certainly enjoyed connecting and 
reconnecting with many of you over the years in my role as District Chair . I look 
forward to meeting more of you in the months and years ahead as we return to 
in-person gatherings when the time is right .

Registration is open for the Clinical Educator Professional Development Day, a live 
webinar on September 25 from 9 am to 12:30 pm . This event is co-sponsored by the 
APTA Michigan Northern and UP Districts . It will feature sessions on pain, mentoring 
professional behaviors, the 2:1 Senior/Junior collaborative clinical education model, 
and a meeting to develop a Northern/UP District forum for clinical education . 
This webinar is a wonderful program to satisfy your pain requirement while also 
developing yourself as a clinical instructor; please join us!

The APTA is celebrating “100 Days of Service” from September 22 to December 
31 in honor of our 100th year as a professional organization . Watch your email and 
the district Facebook pages for opportunities to volunteer . We will return to Little 
Brothers in Houghton and Habitat for Humanity in Marquette, but we will also look 
for other ways to volunteer across the UP . If you know of an event in your area and 
would like to network with other PTs while giving back to your community, please 
email me so we can spread the word! gwalt1c@cmich.edu .

WESTERN DISTRICT
Cameron Faller, PT, DPT, CSCS  
Western District Chair

The Western District had a quiet summer trying to enjoy the few warm months of 
weather we are limited to a year . Looking ahead into the fall, we are planning our 
third and final continuing education event with a tentative date of September 28th. 
We hope to make this event occur in person near the Grand Rapids area and have 
more details to come!
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